Model DA5D

Wireless Door Bell Button Transmitter
& Receiver

The Mr. Chime,®Inc. Model DA5D is a wireless push button and receiver,,
that performs many control and alerting functions, it simply transmits a
wireless signal to a remote receiver over 200' away, that emits a choice off
two different volume controlled, pleasant electronic door chime alerting
g
sounds or a timed 12vdc output for many control applications, such as
s
additional alerting melodies, electric gate and door openers or visual alerting
g
devices.
The “new” housing design allows protection from accidental activation by
y
simply sliding the protective cover over the activator. When usage is
s
required, simply slide the protective cover back and depress the indicated
d
“PUSH” area.
The Model DA5T (transmitter) is available separately to work in conjunction
n
g
with any of the Mr. Chime, Inc. “Patented” family of innovative alerting
n
products, therefore it can be added as a freight delivery alert with its own
distinctively different alerting melody, from the customer entry alert.
The Model DA5T is not weatherproof, however the “new” unique feature of a
C
simple (O/C) plug in jack (included) allows the addition of any O/C
y
weatherproof outdoor push button, (our Model WPB or available at any
d
hardware store), to be installed on the outside and the two wires provided
with the “new” O/C plug-in jack, can simply be added to the outdoor push
button, making the system available for installations in wet areas.
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FEATURES:
The Model DA5D is battery operated and is activated mechanically. When activated it
provides a wireless signal to a remote receiver over 200 ‘ away, that provides two
different, volume controlled, pleasant electronic chime sounds.
The Model DA5T (pictured next to a dime for size reference) can be fixed point
mounted, carried or can be belt clipped with our optional Model BC1.
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The Model DA5T (transmitter), uses (1) 12vdc battery A-23 (included) and has a
Patented low battery consumption design making it the best available.
The Model DARD (receiver/sounder) has a (12 volt output) for many plug-in
accessories, with 3 selectable output timers to regulate the time duration of the
accessory being used.
The DA5T has personal codes to eliminate signals by other units in the close
proximity.
The DA5D is wireless and does not require any electrical wiring.
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Optional third alerting sound is available (Model PA1) for freight delivery alerting,
Model DA5T is not weatherproof, however the “new” unique feature of a simple
(O/C) plug in jack (included) allows the addition of any O/C weatherproof outdoor
push button, our (Model WPB) or available at any hardware store. Pictured above
with Optional Model WPB and “new” O/C plug-in jack (included)
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